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NEW ARRIVALS: Blackhead Remover Vacuum

Model No. Picture Picture Packing details Specifications QTY Quotation

WT-217 
Diamond 
Peeling

Carton size: 51*38*45cm            
Package 
size:24*17.6*8.5cm                
Product weight:1.kg/pcs                                
20PCS/carton
20kg/carton

Function:
Small, lightweight, easy to carry
Convenient for home use and portable
3 different degree of thickness of diamond tips
Small diamond tips use in delicate and sensitve parts 
of the skin
(around the eye), Middle diamond tips use in face and 
neck Big diamond
tips use in rough skin and wrinkle parts (such as the 
body, elbow and knee)
3 different size vacuum treatment heads
Double filtration device, easy to clean, prevent the 
obstruction
into the interior of the machine effectively

50pcs US$18.00

100pcs US$16.00

500pcs US$15.50

1000pcs US$15.00

2000pcs US$14.00

WT-223 
Vacuum 

Blackhead 
Remover

Product weight：0.35KG   
Carton size：63*48*33cm 
Package size: 19*11*4.5 
cm    84PCS/carton
27KG/carton

• Electric Blackhead Extractor Comes with 4 
changeable beauty suction heads, which can offer 
different functions and offer a deeper clean for your 
facial skin , 3 levels adjustable suction makes it 
suitable for different skin. 
• Facial Pore Cleanser is safe, non-toxic and harmless 
to your skin. Small and exquisite design, easy for carry. 
Essential Facial Care Tool in your life. Clinically 
effective for skin toning 
• Vacuum function cleans dirty pores through suction 
and encourages blood circulation while removing dead 
skin cells and dirt inside pores, revitalizes the skin 
more tight, firming, smooth and compact. 
• USB charging, easy, safe and convenient to use 
helps remove the pores, blackheads, wrinkles on your 
face and keep your skin clean, which can prevent skin 
from being hurt by the strong suction power. 
• Can be used to remove blackhead, acne and clean 
face deeply and it is suitable for treating dry skin, 
sagging skin, dull skin and also wrinkles, increasing 
blood circulation in the skin and keeping young. 

40pcs US$13.00

100pcs US$12.00

500pcs US$11.00

2000pcs US$10.00

WT-224 
New 

Blackhead 
Remover 
Vacuum

Color: White, Red and 
Black
Product Material: ABS
Package Size: 
20*12.5*5cm
Carton Size: 50*41*32cm
Product Weight: 0.3kg
48pcs/ctn
15kg/ctn

Skin impurities occur at the sebaceous pores or 
follicles. If the follicle channel becomes blocked and 
bacteria gets into the pores, a blackhead might appear.
1 * Blackhead Remover
5 * Professional Quality Tools
1 * USB Cable
1 * Manual
2 * Seal Circle
5 * Replaceable Beauty Probes
5 * Close off Sponge

50pcs US$8.50

100pcs US$8.00

500pcs US$7.50

1000pcs US$7.00

2000pcs US$6.50

WT-227 
Vacuum 

Blackhead 
Remover

Color: Whie & Rose gold
Product material: ABS
Pacakge Size: 
22.5*16*6cm
Carton Size: 48*23*59cm
Product weight: 0.35kg
30pcs/ctn
15kg/ctn

New red and blue light refresh function, color light skin, 
blue light shrink pores, red light seal repair The 
working head can be replaced and 5 working heads 
are suitable for different parts 
Package Includes: 
1 x Electric Facial Blackhead remover
5 x Beauty Probe
4 x Rubber Ring
6 x Filters Cotton
1 x USB Cable
1 x User Manual

30pcs US$13.00

100pcs US$12.00

500pcs US$11.50

1000pcs US$10.50

2000pcs US$10.20

WT-228 
Blackhead 
Remover 
Vacuum 
Suction

Color： Black with white
Product material: ABS
Package size: 
20.4*10.7*5.8cm
Carton size: 55*41*31cm
Product weight: 0.4kg
50pcs/ctn
20kg/ctn

10 Replaceable Suction Heads
** Small Size Circular Probe: Weak suction, can be 
used to absorb blackhead and skin, apply to the thin 
skin, tender skin, easy to be allergic skin.
** Medium Size Circular Probe : Slightly larger than the 
small round head, improve the skin vitality, increase 
elasticity and make it more radiant.
** Big Size Circular Probe: Strong suction, remove 
stubborn blackhead, firming and lifting skin.
** Silicone Probe: weak suction, apply to the thin 
skin,tender skin, easy allergic skin.applied to 
somewhere sensitive.( every head have own number, 
the silicone need to install on no.1.2.4).
** Oval Beauty Probe: Tighten the skin gently, improve 
the vitality of the skin, increase skin elasticity.

50pcs US$21.00

100pcs US$18.00

500pcs US$16.50

1000pcs US$15.50

2000pcs US$14.50

WT-229 
Facial 

Blackhead 
Reomver 
Vacuum

Color： White
Product material: ABS
Package size: 
19*11*5.7cm
Carton size: 55*41*31cm
Product weight: 0.32kg
50pcs/ctn
16kg/ctn

GUIDANCE: Be sure to keep your pores open 
completely and keep your face clean and moist before 
use. Adjust the level according to your need. Slowly 
move the blackhead remover back and forth around 
the face within 30 seconds. Use with cold water to 
contracting pore and then do follow-up maintenance 
after use. Use according to your skin type, once a 
week for the dry skin, twice for the oily skin, 5 minutes 
each time.

USAGE: The Vacuum Suction Cleanser uses gentle, 
deep cleansing suction to remove skin impurities, while 
integrating beauty firming, cleaning pores, removing 
acne and blackheads and other functions. It is a 
beauty instrument that removes blackhead, acne, 
grease, mite, keratin, wrinkles, exfoliates and 

50pcs US$12.00

100pcs US$11.50

500pcs US$11.00

1000pcs US$10.80

2000pcs US$10.50

WT-238 
Vacuum 

Blackhead 
Remover

Carton size：59*32*45 cm   
Package size：
20.2*14.3*5.7cm 
Product weight：0.45KG         
40pcs/carton
19KG/carton            

• A POWERFUL FACIAL CLEANSING SYSTEM. Uses 
adjustable vacuum pressure and four sizes of cleaning 
probes to remove blackheads and pimples, exfoliate, 
and deep-clean your skin. 
• PREVENT ACNE BREAKOUTS BEFORE THEY 
HAPPEN. By deep-cleaning your pores to remove 
clogging oil and dirt, this cleansing system keeps your 
skin looking its best all the time. 
• EXFOLIATES AND INVIGORATES SKIN. Using this 
cleanser removes dead skin as well as dirt and oil, and 
also gives your skin a micro-massage to improve 
circulation. 
• ELEGANT LOOK AND ERGONOMIC DESIGN. You'll 
find this appliance easy to hold and move over your 
face. Rechargeable from any USB power source, so 
no batteries to replace. 

100pcs US$11.50

500pcs US$11.00

1000pcs US$10.50

2000pcs US$10.00

WT-240  
Vacuum 

Blackhead 
Remover

Carton size：44*22*28CM       
Package 
size:21*12.4*5.3CM     
Product weight：0.35KG   
16PCS/carton
6KG/carton

• Suitable for different kinds of skin, also sensitive skin 
and making skin activation, repair and regeneration. 
• Removal of aging skin, deep clean pores,reduce skin 
pigmentation and uneven skin tone phenomenon. 
• No harmful to skin: Skin-Friendly,made from high 
quality ABS material,safety and none-irritate,suitable 
for both sensitive and normal skin. 
• Multiple Function: Remove 
blackhead,acne,grease,mite, exfoliator and massage 
on face skin,lift firming,promote the blood circulation. 
• Strong Suction: 4 different size replacement suction 
can be adjusted according to your actual needs by 
pressing the power button different times. It has strong 
suction and can effectively suck out the nose 
blackhead and acne. 

40pcs US$11.00

100pcs US$10.50

500pcs US$10.00

2000pcs US$9.50




